# MNF-W Transitions Rotation Tracker

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Deploy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1/3 BCT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;2nd Bn 5th Mar (Surge Bn)&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RCT 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>&quot;1st Bn 2nd Mar (Surge Bn)&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Notes:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>* 2nd Bn, 5th Marines (surge): In place and working towards TOA with 3-69 O&amp;O 03 April. The 1-3 BCT in Ramadi will then assume TACON of the 2nd Bn 5th Marines.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>* 1st Bn, 2nd Marines (surge): Assumed control of assigned battle space at midnight on 22 March.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>* TF 14a completed their RIP with the 15th MEU (SOC), TOA occurred 25 March at midnight. The 15th MEU will be OPCON to MARGENT as of 3 April. 21 April OUTCHOP with the ESG.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**MNF-W OPERATIONS**

**24 FEB - 02 MAR 2007**

**SECRET - TLS: US, WC, NON-AMSC**

**EIA**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CITY</th>
<th>EXIS</th>
<th>EMEX</th>
<th>OUT</th>
<th>CACHES/FUEL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>93</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>410</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Weekly Roll Up**

14 Days to Present: 587 757 510 3325

**Observations:**

**Last Week Observations:**

- **Neutralize AI:**
  - 2nd OOD has high intelligence on the threat to the AF
  - Increased levels of attacks against MOH monitors
  - Increased levels of attacks against MOH monitors in general
  - Increased numbers of attacks on MOH monitors
  - Increased levels of attacks against MOH monitors in general

- **Build a capable AI:**
  - MOH monitors have been transferred out of MNF-WACD
  - MOH monitors have been transferred out of MNF-WACD
  - MOH monitors have been transferred out of MNF-WACD
  - MOH monitors have been transferred out of MNF-WACD

- **Build an independent MOH:**
  - MOH monitors have been transferred out of MNF-WACD
  - MOH monitors have been transferred out of MNF-WACD
  - MOH monitors have been transferred out of MNF-WACD
  - MOH monitors have been transferred out of MNF-WACD

---

**MAP:**

- MNF-W OPERATIONS
- 24 FEB - 02 MAR 2007
- SECRET - TLS: US, WC, NON-AMSC
- EIA

---

**Diagram:**

- Neutralize AI
- Build a capable AI
- Build an independent MOH

**Legend:**

- Neutralize AI
- Build a capable AI
- Build an independent MOH
- Information/Intelligence Support
**ENEMY SITUATION:**

- INCIDENT LEVELS ARE ABOVE THE TEN WEEK AVERAGE
- REPORT NO SHOWS PREDOMINANT THREAT AMONG AO DERVISH RESIDENTS IS INTESTING REJECTION OF AO IDEAS.
- OPEN TERRAIN IN AO RALEIGH IS BEING USED TO CONDUCT INSURGENT TRAINING CAMPS.
- INSURGENTS ARE USING MURDER AND INTIMIDATION CAMPAIGN AGAINST IT FAMILIES IN ANAH.
- THREATS OF COMPLEX ATTACKS AND SUICIDE ATTACKS CONTINUE THROUGHOUT MNF-W AO

**WEEKLY SIGNIFICANT EVENTS:**

1) OPERATION OKINAWA (AO TOLKEA)
2) OPERATION ZAMBONI (AO RALEIGH)
3) OPERATION CALL TO FREEDOM (AO TOLKEA)

**OVERALL ASSESSMENT:**

- BUILD A CAPABLE ISF
  - BCT 6 GRADUATES 1306 MA RECRUITS 24 FEB
  - 137 SULLIVAN AIRMEN IN ACADEMY BEGINS 25 MAR W/500 RECRUITS
  - 3RD CONDUCTING TIR, TOA IS 14 MAR

- BUILD AN INDEPENDENT IRAQ
  - JUDICIAL ENGAGEMENT BETWEEN CHIEF JUDGE OF AL-DIJAM AND BCT 2.5
  - JAZRAN WORKING GROUP ELECTS A NEW PRESIDENT AND DISCLOSED COMMERCE PROJECTS
  - FOURTH MEETING OF THE SHAHVA TRIBAL COUNCIL IN RUMAD
  - $MM WAS ALLOCATED TO PROJECTS WITHIN THE PROVINCE
  - MNF-VIDS, THE PROVINCIAL GOVERNOR, AND PROVINCIAL DIRECTORATE GENERAL VISI RUMAD

**EDA**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EDA</th>
<th>EMIA</th>
<th>EMA</th>
<th>DCST</th>
<th>CACHES</th>
<th>441</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Weekly Roll Up</strong></td>
<td>35</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>451</td>
<td>41</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 Feb (TOA) to Present</td>
<td>289</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>2238</td>
<td>301</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Observations:**

**Last Week Observations:**
**MNF-W OPERATIONS**

### 21-27 APRIL 2007

#### EMNLY SITUATION

- Neutralize MIF
  - Incident levels remain below ten week average.
  - AO members with specialized teams hold 40 cells.
  - Cells comprised of select individuals to conduct attacks.
  - AO's organizing and verifying with neutral local actors.
  - Hosted EOD members in H1 have begun to merge with SF.
  - SF/AD.

#### WEEKLY SIGNIFICANT EVENTS

1. AO: INFLUENCING OF FA'HED AL JARHAN (OA DOMAINS)
2. OPERATIONS: AL MANAMA STAGE BARAK 3
3. AO RAFFEY

#### OVERALL ASSESSMENT

**BUILD A CAPABLE SF**

- 1st SF: SF resilience are undergoing basic training at Al Jarrah.
- SF: 1st SF: SF resilience progressing on schedule with classes in session at Al Jarrah.
- SF: 1st SF: SF resilience progressing on schedule with classes in session at Al Jarrah.
- SF: 1st SF: SF resilience progressing on schedule with classes in session at Al Jarrah.
- SF: 1st SF: SF resilience progressing on schedule with classes in session at Al Jarrah.

**BUILD AN INDEPENDENT IRAQ**

- SF: SF resilience progressing on schedule with classes in session at Al Jarrah.
- SF: SF resilience progressing on schedule with classes in session at Al Jarrah.
- SF: SF resilience progressing on schedule with classes in session at Al Jarrah.
- SF: SF resilience progressing on schedule with classes in session at Al Jarrah.

#### BDA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Building a Capable SF</th>
<th>Neutralizing MIF</th>
<th>Building towards an Independent Iraq</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EXIA</td>
<td>EMA</td>
<td>DPT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Since Last Report</td>
<td>EMA</td>
<td>DPT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>154</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 Feb (TOA) to Present</td>
<td>441</td>
<td>106</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DFT</td>
<td>3431</td>
<td>753</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Observations:

**Last Week Observations:**

- SF: SF resilience progressing on schedule with classes in session at Al Jarrah.
- SF: SF resilience progressing on schedule with classes in session at Al Jarrah.
MNC-I CURRENT OPS
WEEKLY OPERATIONAL ASSESSMENT

GOVERNANCE
• MNF-West is supporting an extensive judicial review to reestablish court system and rule of law. Efforts include involving IPs in providing input; investigative hearings were held 26-28 APR.
• Efforts continue to secure all infrastructure in MND-N; private companies under guidance of USACE are providing bids to secure BGR. Provinces continue to make efforts to secure deliveries of fuel from BGR.

SECURITY
• Tribal rejection of AQU and terrorism in general continue to grow. Sheiks from Haditha area are now holding tribes responsible for reporting AQI-supporting members, while Sunni sheiks from Jurk as Surf in MND-Center (AQU stronghold) are requesting security assistance in exchange for intel.
• Attacks UP by 13% (1051-1183), above the 12 Week Average (955). Effectiveness rate DOWN (23%-22%) and above the 12 Week Average (21%).
• Battle Casualties DOWN by 25% (1365-1035), below the 12 Week Average (1077).
• Civilians DOWN 46% (1027-574) below the 12 Week Average (743). ISF UP 32% (198-262), above the 12 Week Average (213). Coalition UP 21% (165-199), above the 12 Week Average (160).
• IED Events UP (625-851), below the 12 Week Average (655). F&C Rate DOWN (46%-42%).
• VBIE/IED events UP (28-41), with 9 F&C, Casualties per attack DOWN at 9.4, below 12 Week Average (13.6).
• Suicide Attacks UP (14-21), above the 12 Week Average (11.2). West type attacks UP (1-3).

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
• Fuel, Electricity, Security. Transportation remain at the forefront of public concern across the AOR.
• MNUs in process of verifying location and status on all banks, hospitals, PDS warehouses, and gas stations. Initial estimate of banks is 98 open across ITO, with 28 in Baghdad.

TRANSITION
• Personnel and leadership shortages continue within the ISF. Lack of NCOs and Officers are compounded by DIV and BDE HQs having averages in these areas.
• The lack of a structured sustainment capabilty continues to undermine the ISF's ability to internally support operations. ISF units attempt to create decentralized capabilities to maintain readiness and address shortcomings. Particular problems exist in fuel distribution, maintenance capability, and replacing major end-items.

30 APR 07
ENEMY SITUATION

NEUTRALIZE AIF
- INCIDENT LEVELS REMAIN BELOW TEN WEEK AVERAGE
- AQ AFFILIATED GROUP DEVIS PHASED PLANS TO REPLACE THEIR LEADER AFTER HIS CAPTURE BY ISF IN FALLUJAH
- QADYAT AL-ABRAHIMI ACTS AS A LOCAL POINT FOR INSURGENT ACTIVITIES
- AQI CONTINUES TO TARGET ISF IN TIDBAH REGIONS LOYAL TO SHAHAB AL-IRAQ
- COLLECTIVE EFFORTS BETWEEN LOCAL TRIBES, LOCAL GOVERNMENT AND ISF/NF CONTRIBUTING TO SECURITY AND STABILITY IN HADITHA

WEEKLY SIGNIFICANT EVENTS
1. OPERATION ESSEX BOWMAN (40 DENVER)
2. OPERATION FORSYTH PARK (40 TOPEKA)
3. OPERATION RIVERSWALK (40 RALEIGH)

OVERALL ASSESSMENT

BUILD A CAPABLE ISF
- ENROLLING FOR 1000 AIF RECRUITS FOR BCT CLASS NOV 6, BEGINS MAY
- CLASS 600 BEGINS 27 MAY WITH 60 RECRUITS
- FIRST AL ANBAR, IP ACADEMY CLASS EXPECTED TO CONV. ON 21 JUN
- AL QA'AMA WILL OPEN NET 15 AUG

BUILD AN INDEPENDENT IRAQ
- THE MNF-I AGRICULTURAL PLANNER MET WITH THE PROVINCIAL DIRECTOR GENERAL OF AGRICULTURE
- GOVERNOR AL-WOON HOSTED THE CITY OF IT, ENGAGING WITH MUNICIPAL LEADERS
- FALLUJAH LEADERS MET TO DISCUSS COORDINATION AND SECURITY ISSUES
- PRIME MINISTER MET WITH AL-ANBAR LEADERS AT AL ASAD

Observe:

Last week:

Observations:
ENEMY SITUATION
- REDUCED LEVELS OF PREDATION AROUND BAGHDAD.
- NEW BAGHDAD POLICE FORMATION CALLING ITSELF THE IRAQ LIBERATION FRONT IS BEING JOINED BY ILLEGAL MOVEMENTS AND IS INVOLVED IN FIGHTING.
- EVIDENCE OF HUMAN SUPPORT IN AN ATTEMPT TO AFFIRM AN ARMED POLICE FORCE.
- REPORTS OF AL QA'IDA ACTIVITIES IN THE Regions BETWEEN RAMADI AND AL QA'IM.

WEEKLY SIGNIFICANT EVENTS:
1. OPERATION INDICENT (AJS TO JERUSALEM)
2. OPERATION JUSTICE & REACH (AJD JERUSALEM)
3. BUILD A CAPABLE ISF
4. BUILD AN INDEPENDENT IRAQ

OVERALL ASSESSMENT
BUILD A CAPABLE ISF
- BCT CLASS-3 BS'S IN TRAINING FROM MAY TO JULY WITH 100% SUCCESS.
- CLASS RE-ACTIVATED IN TRAINING WITH 100% SUCCESS.
- NEXT 2 CLASS-3 BS'S IN TRAINING FROM JULY TO SEPTEMBER.

BUILD AN INDEPENDENT IRAQ
- RECENT EFFORTS TO REGULARIZE AGRICULTURAL OPERATIONS IN AL QA'IM PROVINCE HAVE BEEN EFFICIENT.
- MUNICIPAL AND PROVINCIAL EFFORTS CONTINUE TO RESTORE ESSENTIAL SERVICES IN AL QA'IM.
- THE AL QA'IM PROVINCIAL GOVERNMENT AND THE DCO, MNF-W, WORKED IN HARMONY TO STRENGTHEN THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN PROVINCIAL GOVERNMENT AND MUNICIPALITY AND GOVERNMENT OF AL QA'IM.
- THE AL QA'IM PROVINCIAL COUNCIL APPROVED THE PROVINCIAL CAPITAL EXPENDITURE BUDGET OF $107 MILLION FOR PROJECTS WITHIN THE PROVINCE.

EBA
EXA EXM EXE
ATE 47
525 134 4230 1168

Observations:

Last Week Observations:
Energy Situation

- Uranium levels have increased above the ten-week average.
- Insurgent activity in Bagram, both degraded, if use as a transportation and refueling area as reported.
- U.S. forces use Bagram to support friendly forces.
- Threats of complex attacks and suicide bombings continue throughout the week.

Major Significant Events

- Operation Police Victory and Operation Iraqui Freedom.
- Operation Ramadan No. 2.
- Operation Wellington and Operation Toilet.
- 9th Mechanized Brigade (9MO).

Overall Assessment

- Build an Independent Iraq:
  - Franklin City Council meetings have been postponed for two months to mourn the death of council member Joe Himans and Police Chief Colin Parnell.
  - On February 26th, the Mayor's weekly meeting was rescheduled for the first time in 18 months.
  - The Franklin City Council meeting was held on February 27th.
  - On February 20th, a deadline was set for the delivery of $220,000 in Medicaid equipment and supplies.

- Build a Capable Army:
  - The U.S. Army Reserve Command has received a new commander.

- Neutralizing AIP:
  - Requirements for intelligence and disinformation support.

Observations:

Last Week Observations:
ENERGY SITUATION

NEUTRALISE AFP
- AFP INCREASED AIRWAVE BROADCASTS ABOUT THE 100 MM SURVEY
- TALIBI AND GROUP HARASS SUBSCRIBER EFFECTS ON ECOSYSTEM
- TALIBI ARE IN ALL AFGHAN PROVINCES BECAUSE LOCATIONS ARE
- INTERVENTIONS IN REGIONS ARE OF 100 MM RADAR AND DETECTORS
- 100 MM TP RECLAMS ATTEMPTING TO PUSH TP FROM JEDD
- THREATS TO COMPANIES ATTACKS AND SABOTAGE ATTACKS CONTINUE
THROUGHOUT AFP

WEEKLY SIGNIFICANT EVENTS:

- CONCLUSION OF COMPREHENSIVE ACTION (COAL AND FORMAL)
- OPERATION BAKHTAR FIGHT (COAL)
- OPERATION GREENWICH (continued)

OVERALL ASSESSMENT

BUILD A CAPABLE AF
- BUILD CAPABLE ORGANIZATION THROUGH EMPLOYMENT 60,000 KOSHER REGIMATE
- BUILD AN AFGHAN REGIMED TO TRAIN IN PROPERLY
- BUILD A ROYAL FORCE TO BUILD AND PROTECT THE NATION

BUILD AN INDEPENDENT NRM
- BUILD A ROYAL FORCE TO BUILD AND PROTECT THE NATION
- BUILD A ROYAL FORCE TO BUILD AND PROTECT THE NATION

WEEKLY ROLL UP:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BCR</th>
<th>BUKA</th>
<th>DRT</th>
<th>ICT</th>
<th>PUL</th>
<th>SHR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>41</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>650</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

10 Days to Present:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BCR</th>
<th>KITA</th>
<th>SHR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>583</td>
<td>177</td>
<td>415</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

INFORMATION/COMMUNICATION SUPPORT

- BUILD A CAPABLE AF
- BUILD A ROYAL FORCE
- BUILD A ROYAL FORCE
- BUILD A ROYAL FORCE
- BUILD A ROYAL FORCE

Last Week Observations:

- Observed increase in AFP airwave broadcasts and harassment of subscriber effects on ecosystem.
- TALIBI are active in all Afghan provinces.
- Threats to companies and sabotage attacks continue throughout AFP.
- Conclusion of comprehensive action (coal and formal) and operation BAKHTAR fight.
- Operation GREENWICH continues.
- Building a capable Afghan organization through employment of 60,000 Kosher regiment.
- Building an Afghan regiment to train in proper manner.
- Building a royalforce to build and protect the nation.
- Building an independent national regime.
- Weekly roll up:
  - 10 days to present: BCR: 583, KITA: 177, SHR: 415.

Observations:

- Notable for release.
**EMERGENCY SITUATION:**
- Incident levels are below the ten-week average.
- Temple (Temple) gives an advantage in recruiting sensors.
- Saddam PN area may be used as cache and weapons transportation points.
- ISLAMIC STATE OF IRAQ attempting to expand its influence in the vicinity.
- Threats of complex attacks and suicide attacks continue throughout MNF-W.

**WEEKLY SIGNIFICANT EVENTS:**
1. 10Q2 implementation of Forward Al Qaim (ACB crews).
2. Operation Khanjar (ACB support).
3. Operation Al-Qaim Stage B Part 3 (Active OIF).

**OVERALL ASSESSMENT:**
- Currently, there are 1,511 inductees of self at AINBAH.
- AOGKTO is held, marking at Al Faw Palace.

**BUILD AN INDEPENDENT VISIT:**
- First SADAM visit, to be held, marking at Al Faw Palace.
- SADAM (SADAM) conference, to be held, marking at Al Faw Palace.
- AOGKTO (AOGKTO) conference, to be held, marking at Al Faw Palace.

**BUILD A CAPABLE BN:**
- First SADAM visit, to be held, marking at Al Faw Palace.
- SADAM (SADAM) conference, to be held, marking at Al Faw Palace.
- AOGKTO (AOGKTO) conference, to be held, marking at Al Faw Palace.

**EODA:**
- Since Last Report: 0x1, 0x142, 0x125.

**9 Feb (TOA):**
- Present: 0x1, 0x142, 0x125.

## Observations:

**Last Week Observations:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EODA</th>
<th>EODA</th>
<th>DRT</th>
<th>CACHES</th>
<th>PAK/CLR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0x142</td>
<td>0x125</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
NEUTRALIZE AIF
- INCIDENT LEVELS REMAIN BELOW 10 WEEK AVERAGE
- HSRTS IN區 IS SUBMITTING WITH MNF-W TO ESSE. AL QAEDA IN IRAQ
- HIT-CITY COUNCIL CONCERNED OVER SHAHADA M-1P10A SURVEILLANCE ACTIVITIES OF LOCAL BUSINESS AND ATTEMPTS AT LOW ENVIRONMENT

WEAKLY SIGNIFICANT EVENTS
1) OPERATION HACKER/Phase I (Khediveni)
2) OPERATION FORSYTH PARK (AQ TOPTHA)

OVERALL ASSESSMENT
BUILD A CAPABLE ISF
- HABABAH V/HRTC WILL GRADUATE 1913 A SOLDIERS ON 13 MAY
- 50 AL KAEW IRG GRADUATED FROM D-WEST GTO COURSE
- FIRST AL JAHAN P ACADemy CLASs EXPECTED TO CONVENE ON 15 JUN EMT
- ONE BORDER AGENTS K/PTIA COMPLETE

BUILD AN INDEPENDENT IRAQ
- MNF-W, PROVINCIAL GOVERNMENT, AND GOVERNMENT OF IRAQ REPRESENTATIVES ATTENDED THE REGION IRAQ 2007 CONFERENCE IN AMMAN, JORDAN FOLLOWED BY THE ARAB-ARAB AGRICULTURE CONFERENCE IN PETRA, JORDAN 7 - 11 MAY
- RULE OF LAW - OPERATION SHAHIMA AL QUNOUZ FACILITIES THE TRANSFER OF 50 TONS OF NATO SUBJEC TS FROM FALLUJAH JAIL TO RUSAFA
- RAMADH FARMERS ASSOCIATION DISTRIBUTES 412 TONS OF FERTILIZER TO JAZARA, SHEMA, AND SULAF
- MNF-W WORKS TO ESTABLISH A MICRO-LEND PROGRAM IN AL QANATI PROVINCE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IDA</th>
<th>KIA</th>
<th>ENA</th>
<th>DIT</th>
<th>CACHES</th>
<th>ENC</th>
<th>P/N/M/L</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>87</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>152</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Building a Capable ISF
Neutralizing AIF
Building Toward an Independent Iraq
Information/Coordination Support

Observations:

Last Week Observations:
**EMERGENCY SITUATION**

- Incident levels remain elevated this week.
- Significant increase in insurgent activity indicates new cell(s) may be active in Fallujah.
- Several companies and companies (9 companies) in Haditha have been producing counterfeit Iraqi citizenship cards.
- Documents, weapons, and cash are being shared among insurgent cells.
- Key insurgent leadership returning to Fallujah.

**WEAKS SIGNIFICANT EVENTS**

1.  "R&D" INFLUENCE OF PRESS RELATIONS (AC CLARK)
2.  "OPERATION MIND REACH" (AC WALKER)
3.  "OPERATION FERRY THE PAST" (AC TOPPEN)

**OVERALL ASSESSMENT**

**BUILD A CAPABLE IR**

- 1st initial milestones are underway (basic training at Hamam Alil / IBC)
- Iraq police training progresses on schedule with classes in session at Sulaymaniyah
- First Al Anbar Police Academy class expected to convene on 5/19/07
- New border agents' training complete.

**BUILD AN INDEPENDENT IRAQ**

- Conclusion of investigative hearings for Fallujah terrorism suspects
- On 3/19, the first provincial council meeting was held in Hambaniyeh / MM1/FIA/AA/STC
- Governor Ammar conducted a 10-minute interview discussing the progress made throughout the Al Anbar Province.

**ICLC**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXIA</th>
<th>ENWA</th>
<th>DIT</th>
<th>CACHES</th>
<th>M/C CLCR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>122</td>
<td>167</td>
<td>110</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BUILDING A CAPABLE IR**

- Rebuilding IR
- Building AMF
- Building toward an independent IR
- Improved observation / support

**Observations:**

**Last Week Observations:**

[Diagram and table content]
MNC-I CURRENT OPS
WEEKLY OPERATIONAL ASSESSMENT

GOVERNANCE
- Ramadi held its first Provincial Council meeting since II MEF's TOA. Meeting discussed the formation of a Border Enforcement Committee, and plans to expand the PSF as the Province prepares for PIC.

SECURITY
- MNF-W noted that there were no negative mosque messages delivered in Ramadi for the first time on 27 APR, and growing pro-US messages. Assessing as decreased ability of AQI to intimidate mosques.
- Tribal rejection of AQI and terrorism in general continue to grow. Recent developments include expanding support in the Zaidon and Kamah areas in MNC-West, and some interest from major tribes in MND-North from the Equebah area in reaching an agreement to enforce security and expose AQI.
- Total attacks were DOWN by 7% (1184-1152), above the 12 Week Average (1062). Effectiveness rate UNCHANGED and at the 12 Week Average (21%).
- Battle Casualties UP by 10% (1042-1150), above the 12 Week Average (1073).
- Civilians UP 38% (560-890) above the 12 Week Average (889). ISF DOWN 37% (263-167), below the 12 Week Average (211). Coalition DOWN 8% (199-193), above the 12 Week Average (164).
- IED Events DOWN (560-822), below the 12 Week Average (686). F/A: Rote UNCHANGED (43%).
- VBED events DOWN (41-24), with 8 F/A. Casualties per attack UP at 22.6, above 12 Week Average (15.9).
- Suicide Attacks DOWN (21-9), below the 12 Week Average (11.2). Vehic type attacks DOWN (3-2).

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
- Fuel, Electricity, Security. Transportation remain at the forefront of public concern across the AOR.
- MNIs are in process of verifying location and status on all banks, hospitals, PDS warehouses, and gas stations. MNIs have assessed 121 banks of 822 identified; 42 assessed in MND-S, 80 of which were open.

TRANSITION
- Personnel and leadership shortages continue within the ISF. Lack of NCOs and Officers are compounded by Div and BDE HQs having averages in these areas.
- The lack of a structured sustainment capability continues to undermine the ISF's ability to internally support operations. ISF units attempt to create decentralized capabilities to maintain readiness and address shortcomings. Particular problems exist in fuel distribution, maintenance capability, and replacing major end-items.

07 MAY 07 SECRET/REL TO USA MIL OCCUPATION FORCE
ENEMY SITUATION
- Rotary wings remain difficult to intercept.
- Recent increase in multiple missiles activity may be the result of guidance form QSR (SARAH AL-MAUD) (BMF-W) #12.
- AQ likely planning to conduct bold attacks in al-Qaim region in order to frustrate US forces.
- Southeastern Anbar acting as an adversary and staging area for attacks against US security forces and Iraq national forces in NEZ.

WEEKLY SIGNIFICANT EVENTS
1) AFG/RCT (KANDAHAR)
2) OPERATION RIVER DAW (KANDAHAR)
3) OPERATION ALLAH (AD RA'IDI)

OVERALL ASSESSMENT
BUILD A STRONG ISF
- BCT CLASS 08-13 is training from 3 May to 3 July with 120 FOBs.
- Class 08-13 is in processing with 120 FOBs.
- First multiple for Academy class的信心 on 10 June.
- All new PO and OP open 15 Aug.

BUILD AN INDEPENDENT IRAQ
- Of Territorials and the Iraqi financial director participated in the 1st meeting of the Baghdad Bank Examination Committee.
- Prime Minister met with provincial governor at Al Anbar and discussed reconstruction efforts in the province.
- Provincial council meetings at Camp Blue Diamond.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>EKIA</th>
<th>DENA</th>
<th>DIT</th>
<th>CACHES PN/GUR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Since Last Report</td>
<td>509</td>
<td>134</td>
<td>4218</td>
<td>1122</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Oblications:
Last Week:
Observations:
STBIED Factory Cleared

- Fallujah IPs, IA, and CF attacked with SAF at 020705 JUN in SE Fallujah by 2 AIF wearing SVESTs.
- PTT engaged, BDA 2 AIF KIA.
- 5 additional AIF deserted compound, and were engaged, causing a SVEST to detonate. BDA 5 AIF KIA.
- Search of the compound resulted in finding a STBIED facility with 2 prepared vehicles with 1,000 pounds of bulk HME with additional bags of HE material.
- STBIEDs, additional materials, and facility were destroyed in a controlled detonation.
- No other buildings in area damaged.
- BDA 2 STBIEDs, 1 facility cleared, 2 AIF KIA.
ENEMY SITUATION

NEUTRALIZE AIF

- INCIDENT LEVELS REMAIN DEPRIVED OF WEEKLY AVERAGE.
- REPORTS INDICATE POSITIVE ATMOSPHERE IN NORTHERN RAID IS IN RESPONSE TO OPERATION ALLAH.
- ACTIVE INSURGENCY CELLS IN AHMAD ALI, DWEHAMEE.
- SEES COMMUNITY SUPPORT IN THE MOVE TO COMBAT AIF AND MNF-
- INSURGENTS USE JOSIE IS AS A MEANS TO STOP MOVEMENTS OF MNF-A/P.

WEEKLY SIGNIFICANT EVENTS

1) OP ALLAH: JUBAIR, JOSIE IS, (DWEHAMEE)
2) OPERATION RAND: AHMAD ALI, (DWEHAMEE)
3) OPERATION BLACK DESERT: AHMAD ALI

OVERALL ASSESSMENT

BUILD A CAPABLE AIF

- BCT CLASS HB-255 IS IN TRAINING UNTIL 3 JULY WITH 1207 REGULARS.
- BCT CLASS HB-255 IS IN TRAINING UNTIL 3 JULY WITH 1207 REGULARS.
- FIRST AL AMIRI AND ABU DHABAI CLASSES END WITH 24 REGIMENT TRAINING.
- AL QAMAR PORT OF ENTRY WILL OPEN 15 JUL

BUILD AN INDEPENDENT IRAQ

- USArmy IS FREE OF PROGRAMS AND THE MAJORS OF RAID IS FALLOW AND IMPROVE THEIR UNDERSTANDINGS OF DUTY AND RESPONSIBILITIES.
- ELECTRICITY PROBLEMS ARE DISAPPOINTING TO 50% OF ALL YOUNG PEOPLE AS AFFECTED BY INSURGENT ATTACKS.
- INDUSTRIAL TEAM FROM THE BUSINESS TRANSFORMATION AUTHORITY TO HELP RAID IS-REQUIRED COMMERCIAL FACTORY.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EIA</th>
<th>EIA</th>
<th>DIST</th>
<th>CACHE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>122</td>
<td>87</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Observations:

Last Week Observations:
**MNC-I CURRENT OPS WEEKLY OPERATIONAL ASSESSMENT**

**GOVERNANCE**
- The provincial governor and several officials visited Hit on 17 JUN to assist in resolving issues with the city council legitimacy. A compromise was achieved, and 20 members were certified, which the MNF assesses as a sign of improved cooperation between the provincial and local levels of government.
- Haji Matokhi replaced the FDO in Basrah; he will become part of the new Basrah Operational Command, which will replace the Emergency Security Committee.

**SECURITY**
- Isolating and clearing operations in Baqubah, Karmah, and Arab Jabour have been effective in both clearing API, and in having a positive impact on the population's support for ISF and CF.
- Total attacks were DOWN by 2% (1,287-1,237), above the 12 Week Average (1,116). Effectiveness rate UP (21%-23%) and at the 12 Week Average (23%).
- Battle Casualties UP 57% (773-1,212), above the 12 Week Average (1,061).
- Civilians UP 16% (308-367), above the 12 Week Average (257). ISF UP 14% (290-320), above the 12 Week Average (255). Coalition UP 46% (175-255), above the 12 Week Average (194).
- IED Events UP (686-716), above the 12 Week Average (655). F&C Rate UP (41%-44%).
- VBED events DOWN (20-18), 3 F&C. Casualties per attack UP at 22.6, above 12 Week Average (15.9).
- Suicide Attacks DOWN (10-7), below the 12 Week Average (12). Vest type attacks DOWN (7-3).

**ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT**
- Fuel, Electricity, Security. Transportation remain at the forefront of public concern across the ADC.
- The ISF and CF escorted 22 fuel trucks from BOR to Al Anbar to distribute required fuel.
- Members of the RCT & EPRT met with (3) local national business leaders from Fallujah to explore the formation of a city chamber of commerce, a small business development center, and the development of a micro-finance center, as well as discuss micro-finance initiatives.

**TRANSITION**
- Personnel and leadership shortages continue within the ISF. Lack of NCOs and Officers are compounded by DVC and BDE HCs having shortages in these areas.
- The lack of an effective sustainment capability continues to undermine the ISF's ability to internally support operations.

25 JUN 07
**MNF-W OPERATIONS**

**10-16 MAR 2007**

**ENERGY SITUATION**
- Neutralizing AF
- Build a capable RQG
- Build an independent RQG
- Information/Disinformation Support

**OVERALL ASSESSMENT**
- NXtrol: Significant for Operation Iraqi Freedom 16-17 MNF
- Construction has begun on Gharib Dawnarrison
- Training for personnel transition boards remains a top priority
- MiAS training is underway

**BUILD A CAPABLE RQG**
- PX services remain an issue, dispensing items to residents
- The Medical Log and the Medical Teams

**BUILD AN INDEPENDENT RQG**
- PX services remain an issue, dispensing items to residents
- The Medical Log and the Medical Teams

**INFORMATION/DISINFORMATION SUPPORT**
- Weekly Roll Up

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ITEM</th>
<th>EXPA</th>
<th>EXPH</th>
<th>SMH</th>
<th>CACHES/PMD/CLR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2 PBR (TDP) in Progress</td>
<td>245</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>181</td>
<td>257</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Observations:**

**Last Week Observations:**

- [Observations]
EVALUATION:

- INCIDENT LEVELS REMAINED BELOW THE TEN WEEK AVERAGE
- DECREASE IN INCIDENT REPORTS OF TERRORIST EXPLOSIONS ON WATERSHEDS AT RESEARCH WASTEWATER TREATMENT PLANT
- TWO BODIES FOUND DEAD IN CIVILIAN AREA NATIVE TO TERRORIST ACTIVITY
- MANNED WIRELESS NETWORKS IDENTIFIED IN KARABA AREA AND AL-QA'IDA REPORTED TO HAVE USED IT

WEEKLY SIGNIFICANT EVENTS:
1. OPERATION ALIANO (23 JUNE)
2. OPERATION BELLA (24 JUNE)
3. OPERATION BAYT AL-ALAM (25 JUNE)

OVERALL ASSESSMENT:
- BUILD A CAPABLE IAF
  - TAC CLASS MEETING IS IN TRAINING UNTIL 3 JULY WITH 127 RECRUITS
  - IRF CLASS IS TRAINING UNTIL 2 JUL, AFTERSHOCKS RECRUITS
  - FIRST TWO RIWF CAT III RATION CLASS IS UNDERWAY WITH 96 RECRUITS IN TRAINING
  - ALL QAM PORT OF ZEITNI WILL OPERATE ON 15 AUG

BUILD AN INDEPENDENT IRAQ:
- MNF-I SUPPORTS THE LOCAL POPULATION THROUGHOUT AL-MANSUR TO DETERMINE THE SUCCESS AND EXPANSION OF THE GOVERNMENT AND ECONOMIC UNITS OF GOVERNMENT
- MNF-I SUPPORTS THE HEAD OF THE FORCES BUSINESS STRATEGIES AND OPERATIONS TO DISCUSS PROJECTS IN JALALABAD
- 2007 REGINAL RECONSTRUCTION FUND PROCEEDINGS DISCUSSED AT RAMADI CITY COUNCIL MEETING

Battles of Capable IAF
- MNF-I TACTICAL AIR OPERATIONS TO DISCUSS
- BATTLE TOWARDS AN INDEPENDENT IRAQ
- INFORMATION / DISSEMINATION SUPPORT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ESHA</th>
<th>ESHA</th>
<th>DIFT</th>
<th>CACHES</th>
<th>FLAGS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>146</td>
<td>47</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Since Last Report
- 358
- 150
- 4890
- 1300

Last Week Observations:

- Observation: [specific observation text]

- Observation: [specific observation text]
MNC-I CURRENT OPS
WEEKLY OPERATIONAL ASSESSMENT

GOVERNANCE
- The Salah ad Din Province response to the Golden Mosque bombing was swift; the governor went to the site immediately with a media crew. The Governor, PDOP, and mayor all conducted media engagements to denounce the attack and encourage restraint. Multiple ISF elements are securing the area.
- MNF-I held several meetings with sheikhs returning to Al Anbar after several years. The MNF expects that their strong stature will be a significant force multiplier in the counterinsurgency campaign.

SECURITY
- Total attacks were up by 9% (1140-1246), above the 12 Week Average (1192). Effectiveness rate unchanged (21%) and below the 12 Week Average (22%).
- Battle Casualties DOWN 17% (928-769), below the 12 Week Average (1071).
- Civilians DOWN 36% (483-308), below the 12 Week Average (665). ISF UP 27% (228-289), above the 12 Week Average (231). Coalition DOWN 21% (217-172), below the 12 Week Average (165).
- IED Events DOWN (663-568), below the 12 Week Average (652). IED Rate DOWN (45%-41%).
- VBED events DOWN (20-18), 6 F&C. Casualties per attack DOWN at 9.1, below 12 Week Average (16.8).
- Suicide Attacks UNCHANGED (17), above the 12 Week Average (14). Vest type attacks UP (6-7).

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
- Fuel, Electricity, Security, Transportation remain at the forefront of public concern across the AOR.
- TFC visited National Metal and Bike in Mahmoudiya to assess its operations. This company is the second largest employer in the area, with 250 persons and the potential for 1000.
- MNF-I led a Tal Afar Reconstruction Meeting to discuss the way ahead for utilizing ISF funds. The Mayor stated that security is no longer a valid complaint for delays.
- MNFs are in process of verifying location and status on banks, hospitals, POS warehouses, and gas stations. 190 banks have been assessed of 222 identified; 107 assessed in MNF-B, 91 of which were closed.

TRANSITION
- Personnel and leadership shortages continue within the ISF. Lack of NCOs and Officers are compounded by DVI and BCE HOs having overages in these areas.
- The lack of an effective sustainment capability continues to undermine the ISF’s ability to internally support operations.

18 JUN 07
DECLASSIFIED TO DOD INL. NOF/201505
Attack on Tribal Reconciliation Meeting in Baghdad

- Suicide Attack at Mansour Hotel
  - SVEST detonated in lobby targeting tribal leaders, reconciliation meeting occurred 24 June
  - 10x CIV killed, 11x CIV injured
  - Dead include:
    - Sheikh Faisal Rakan Najmus al-Gaoud (Sunni, former Anbar Governor, former Dep. MoA)
    - Sheikh Tariq al-Assafi (Sunni, Deputy Director of SAI)
    - Abdul Azizi al-Fahdawi (Sunni, possibly Sheikh)
    - Khamis abd al-Kareem (Sunni, possibly Sheikh)
    - Hussain al-Sha’alan (Shi’a, possibly Sheikh, NOT CoR1)
    - LTG Aziz al-Yasiry (Shi’a, Head of Democratic Party)
    - Rahim al-Maliki (producer, anchor al-Iraqiya TV)

- Targeting, methodology indicate AQI
  - Ongoing efforts to intimidate Sunni tribes in former safe havens of Anbar, disrupt reconciliation

Assessment: Expect emboldened Sunni tribal resolve to rid Anbar of AQI; coercion possibly more effective in mixed provinces. Attack will result in reconciliation leaders’ heightened personal security measures; future meetings will likely be impeded by emissaries’ reluctance to travel.
**Enemy Situation:** Obtain from Daily MND-C SITREP (latest as of 0900 AM)

**Weekly Significant Events:** Recommend putting one event per ECT each week.

**Current Overall Assessment:** FECCs (POG 1c, 2b) right now, info is an example from MNF-W. MNC-I PDS request bullet format but does not necessarily have to be along lines of all the IOs.

**R.A.G. Chart:** FECCs (POG 1c, 2b) right now, last week’s chart.

**RDA:** FECCs (POG 1c, 2b) right now, last week’s info.

**Observations:**

**Last Week Observations:**